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Page 2: Editorial (Leitartikel)
New Logo
As previously promised, the year 2000 will be an important year for Z Club 92.  This is not only due to the initiatives already
started or which will be initiated soon. It is also important, because it is a year of transition. We intend to introduce a new graph-
ic design and a new style of the Club Revue.  Herewith, we like to present to you the new Logo, which will represent the Z
Club 92 as of the next edition.  From year 2001 onwards this logo will be used for all purposes of the club, including the new
member ship cards, issued next year.
The new logo also will be the theme of a special car to be manufactured in due time.

http://www.zclub92.com
This new website, already presenting the new graphic layout, will be enlarged by dozens of new pages. The users of the Internet
have access via the address http://www.zclub92.com.  They are also able to participate at the various initiatives.  However, the
website will also be a communication center, because via this gate you will be able to participate at the following activities:

You may send to the Club your vote for the model or the Club Car of the year.
Online you are able to get access to the Z-shop.

In addition, the following areas are available:
Links to other relevant pages,
Mailing list,
Download-pages and
Special Service.

If you happen to have a computer with access to the Internet, you should take the opportunity to visit our web-page.

Addressee not known! Please contact Z Club 92!
The copies of the previous edition of CR, including the membership car 1999 of the club members listed below have been
returned to us with the remark: ‘Addressee not known’. We guess this happened because these members have not informed us
on a change in address.  Therefore, we try to get in contact to these members via this way only left to us.   We hope that other
members may help us to find these members in question.
The members we are looking for are:

Hans-Jürgen Klemenz D-72818 Trochtelfingen
Walter Schneider D-91056 Erlangen
Jürgen Stöhr D-48231 Warendorf

Page 3. Z Club 92
The magazine contains no commercial advertising and publishes articles only covering technical themes. Copyright law covers
published articles.  Any kind of reproduction or publication of text or pictures needs prior permission. The Club encourages any
kind of cooperation and is happy with any member willing to participate by sending in materials for publication. However, we
cannot guarantee publication or return of submitted materials. If return is desired, please provide return postage. Material must
be sent in with a statement of the author’s name and address. The submitter must have the right to publish.

Page 3: Cover - Schmidt ‘Glas Train’
Now, also the second edition of the ‘Glas Train’ is available, produced by the manufacturer Schmidt, Hameln. The picture of
the locomotive, rich in detail, was taken on the layout of Manfred Joerger at the ‘Intermodellbau’ (International Modeling
Exhibition) in Dortmund. 

Page 4: Intermodellbau
Every spring, the International Model Exhibition ‘Intermodellbau’ is held in Dortmund. It is one of the most important events
for all model railroaders, including fans of scale Z.
For the first time, more than 500 exhibitors attended the show. This year, even more than in prior years, the main interest of the
exhibitors shifted towards the field of model railroading. This confirmed the upswing that this market segment experienced last
year.
For scale Z we observed a growing interest, as well. Several of the well-known German manufacturers were present. Previously,
this only occurred at the special scale Z meetings or at the model railroad event in Goeppingen.  MIBA (German Association
of Modeling), the organizer of the exhibition, provided Z Club 92 an area where we displayed the complete layout produced by
Manfred Joerger. This layout was assembled using more than 40 modules. In addition, the track cleaning system, developed by
Mr. Joerger was shown.  Our member, Manfred Wilhelm, built some other outstanding items. Thomas Zeeb, president of our
‘Stammtisch Stuttgart’, has developed our new module system in line with the DIN-Norm (German Industrial Standards). We
will publish in a subsequent edition of CR more information on this subject.  In co-operation with the manufacturer Schmidt,
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Hameln, we have again produced our annual special car.  This year it is a container flat car, showing the logo of the
Intermodellbau (in two colors). The car sold out during the weekend. 
In addition to the novelties 2000, already presented at the Toy Fair Nuremberg, Maerklin introduced the new diesel-pneumatic
compressed-air locomotive V 3201  (art.-nr. 88065). This loco is exclusively reserved for members enrolled in 2000 at the club
‘Maerklin Insider’. 
Following the tradition of the previous years, Maerklin has manufactured on the occasion of the Intermodellbau a special car
(hopper ‘GBAG’). This car was available only at the official specialized dealers in the area. 
In addition, the manufacturers Schmidt, Heckl, Freudenreich and Krueger were present as exhibitors and introduced several
novelties.  You may find further information on this subject in the related articles in this edition.

Page 6: Schmidt
In CR 4/99 we published an article, outlining in detail the fascinating locomotive ET 91 offered by Schmidt, Hameln. We report-
ed in length on the very accurate model fabricated by Schmidt.  In addition, we gave an overview on the history of this loco.
Now, we have the model in our hands. It is indeed a masterpiece in scale Z. Numerous details are reproduced very accurately.
Especially the roof and the painting are excellent.  This may be the reason, why this model was voted best in the competition
‘Z-model of the year’ which was appeared in CR 1/2000.

Page 6: FR News
Swiss Freight Car
The Swiss box car K1 is now added to the program as a reefer (Kuehlwagen).  It is available only as a ready to run version with
imprints. The photo, however, shows the model as an undecorated pre-production version. The collection of Swiss gondolas
(offene SBB-Güterwagen) is supplemented by the model Es. This car is available as a ready to run version with a cargo of gen-
uine wood (ZF308) and as a kit with a cargo of coal (ZB308). These cars will certainly increase the variety of Swiss freight
trains.  The trucks are made of metal with blackened metal wheels. The kit ZB308 already includes the completed car body with
imprints. The customer has only to complete the trucks.

Page 7: Heckl Kleinserien
In addition to the previous announced new items for the year 2000, i.e. the Electric Express Motorcoach ET 11 of the DRG and
the Hopper OOtz 43 (both models are manufactured in a limited series), the manufacturer Heckl Kleinserien introduced   a
model of the pantograph SBS 10. This very delicate old-style pantograph was developed as a ‘non-contact’ overhead system. It
is available as an add-on for various locomotives of Maerklin and of some small-scale manufacturers. 
The prototype
In the course of foundation of the ‘Deutschen Reichsbahn-Gesellschaft’ (DRG), standardization of the locos was a major objec-
tive. In addition, the type of pantograph was important.  So, in the twentieth century a standardized pantograph was developed,
which was built in very large numbers by the Siemens-Schuckert-Company and AEG. The improved pantograph SBS 10
emerged from the standardized pantograph. It was found on numerous German locomotives up to and including the epoch IV.
The following locos were equipped with this pantograph: E 04, E 05, E 06, E 16,  E 17, E 21, E 32, E 36, E 44, E 44.5, E 52,
E 60, E 62, E 63, E 69, E 70, E 71, E 75, E 77, E 91, E 91.9, E 92, E 93, E 94, E 95, ET 11, ET 25, ET 32, ET 55, ET 65, ET
85, ET 87 and ET 90.
The model
The pantograph SBS 10 is manufactured in the most delicate etching technique using sturdy elastic new silver. It is painted in
red as is the prototype. It has a central bore with thread. In addition, it has four (mock) insulators. The built to scale and ready
to use pantographs are offered in pairs. It is easy to replace the ‘old’ pantographs with these new ones. The pantographs are
designed for a ‘non-contact’ operation. It is possible to fix the pantographs at any desired position. This means the current col-
lecting devices may be fixed just a shade beneath the overhead wire. However, real electrical connection is not possible with
this delicate design. With this new pantograph it is now possible to provide both the operator of a genuine epoch layout and the
collector with an even more accurate pantograph design.
Manufacturing and Marketing:
Heckl Kleinserien, Weserstrasse 15, D-44807 Bochum, Phone and Fax: +49 (0)234/50 30 96 
E-Mail: service@hecklkleinserien.de, Internet: http://www.hecklkleinserien.de.

Page 8: Krüger Modellbau
Krüger Modellbau, Finkenstraße 10, D-35232 Dautphetal, Germany, Phone/Fax: +49/6466/80104
This year Krüger presented many interesting new items in gauge Z.  Some are shown here.

14003.1 Reverse-train locomotive BR 38 359-7 with tube-tender
Based on Märklin’s 38 was a ‘new 38’ build with many technical differences:  small smoke-deflectors, a boiler with three domes
and a closed drivers cab with a big ventilating box. This model has many fine details (footboards, tubes) on loco and tender.
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37000.5 Kö I Taunus Quarzit
This year Krüger presented his fifth version of the German style shunting loco Kö I. It has the gray colour scheme of the com-
pany Taunus Quarzit in Saalburg.
All versions of Kö I are exactly scaled. They differ not only in colours and printings, but in many technical details too, like the
shape of the footboards, motor covers and the positioning of the lights.
53007.3 Freight car with motor G 10 DB
For driving the Kö I there is a new short freight car with motor. It has a Faulhaber-motor, one axle is mounted oscillating for
better traction.  Gears are installed high so that there is adequate clearance beneath the car.  A new, detailed brass body (in scale
length) gives high weight and in this way good traction.
62024.1 Pair of lumber freights H 10
This double car for lumber is entirely newly designed. It has turntable trestles to hold the load, which show the small castors.
Cars are loaded with trunks.  In case of single car use, the trestles and solid couplings were removed in actual practice.
98119/98119.B Detailing kit for BR 52 with tube tender
This new conversion kit contains longer steps on driver’s cab, parts for redesigning the buffer beam with footboards, grasps,
high mounted springs and the ‘gangway’ below the smoke-box.
A new coupling metal allows adjusting the distance between loco and tender depending of usage (show-case or driving through
small curves). The tube tender gets a ladder and the horizontal grasp. It is possible to send your loco to Krüger-Modellbau for
adding the additional details (custom painting, ‘glass’ inserts for windows).  In the same quality there are kits for BR 52
Kondenstender (98121.B), BR 55 (98139) and BR 18.1/Wuertembergian C (98141.B)
Note: B in numbers stands for kits for self-installation; the others are ready-made models.
63554.1 Pair of automobile freight cars Offs 59
The body of this car is build of photo-etched parts, so it’s possible to make the grasps and steps. The chassis with strut-frame
has correct scale length. Both cars are connected with special couplers, and normally were used only as pair.
63606.1 German style box-car Glmhs 50 (two cars)
There is an interestingly set for model railroaders of epoch III. Based on Märklin 8605, two Glmhs 50 were built, with differ-
ent road-numbers and finely detailed footboards below the doors. One car is asymmetric with a longer buffer beam, which gives
space for a brakeman’s platform. Picture shows a pre-series example.
63724.1 Acid container carrier EVA
Another goodie for epoch III fans: A new acid container carrier of DB. It is one of few build after WWII for the wagon leasing
company EVA (Eisenbahn-Verkehrsmittel-Gesellschaft = Railroad-Traffic Properties-Company). It is an exact copy of the orig-
inal and differs from all other existing variants of this type of car.
81004.1 Baggage car Pwg wü 09
In addition to the Wuertembergian passenger cars from Märklin (87940, 87950, 87960), is this car now available in epoch I liv-
eries, also. It has fine detailed railings and above mounted Lamp-brackets, which are missing on the DB version (83004.3) when
compared to the original.
63528.1 Flat car for containers Bt 10
This model (without load) of a short Flat car for containers from epoch III is designed for Märklin containers of car 82363 and
similar.  It has a newly designed chassis with a very detailed car bottom and extremely small grasps.
99123/99123.B Telegraph poles (8 pieces)
The new telegraph poles consist of brass-poles and photo-etched crossbars with isolators. They are precisely scaled and avail-
able assembled or in kits.

Page 10: Cologne Layout
To construct several buildings for the layout modeled earlier, cardboard was used as a material (see CR 3/98, p. 24).  Now one
of the most demanding tasks in the Cologne layout was left—the modeling of the bridge across the river Rhine. Some test mod-
els had been constructed, however, always with the idea to build only a temporary or, at best, a ‘similar to prototype’ model.
For example, acrylic was used and covered with decals. Finally, I decided to use a costly but optimal and lasting technique:
modeling the bridge using photo-etched brass sheets. Convinced that this was the best method, I began with feasibility studies.
First, I contacted a company well known in this field of modeling. Filled with valuable tips and hints, I decided on the next
route of action. The bridge has nine arches spanning across the river. I decided to construct all nine arches independently and
separately. In turn every arch consists of ten separate parts. Drawing 1 shows the construction scheme. Next, I needed the orig-
inal drawings of the bridge to be able to model the bridge in Z scale.  However, even an exhaustive research was without suc-
cess, and the original drawings were not available. So, I traveled to Cologne to do the necessary measurements and to take pic-
tures. Fortunately a pedestrian bridge spans the river parallel to the bridge in question. It was therefore easy to take pictures of
the individual arches from the right angle (photo 1). After refreshing my knowledge of geometry, I was able to draw up the rel-
evant construction plans in scale Z. Having done this, I completed the parts necessary for the etching process. Thereafter, the
various reliefs and details were done. All of you having no experience with these techniques should first read the related arti-
cle in this edition of the Club-Revue. In addition, you should read the article ‘Saemann: Etching Technique’, published in CR
2/96 on page 10. This company recommends using for the etching only metal sheets of less than 0.8 mm thickness. Therefore
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I planned from the beginning to use two sheets soldered together for every individual part. (Only for the two reinforcement
beams at the upper part of the arches did I use single sheets.) The resulting thickness of 1.6 mm represents in scale 1:1 a thick-
ness of about 36 cm., which is in line with the prototype. Another advantage of this method was that I was able to make the
facades using two and/or three sheets, as required.  In addition, I planned to solder at the base of every arch, brass I-beams. With
this method I was able to reproduce the prototype very accurately. In addition, the I-beams strengthened the structure of the
bridge to prevent damage during transport. Within a few months I received the long awaited parcel with the photo-etched pieces.
I have to say, that besides some small burrs, the photo etching had been done in very fine quality. Next, I started to cut out the
various pieces, to remove the burrs and to solder the parts together. In total, there were 108 pieces. Finally the nine arches were
ready for polishing and painting. Initially, I added a priming colour. After it was well dried and hardened, I added two coats of
enamel. On the following two pages instructions are given, describing step by step the steps in modeling the bridge. Also, all
details are given regarding the photo-etching technique. NM

Photo 1: Metal sheets as manufactured with photo-etching technique
Photo 2: First the various pieces are cut apart
Photo 3: and then they are worked carefully up.
Photo 4: ready for the soldering.
Photo 5: At the lower part, the soldering paste is added...
Photo 6: and then the formed piece is added.
Photo 7: The two parts and the I-beam...
Photo 8: are soldered together to strengthen the base.
Photo 9: The arch also consists of two pieces.
Photo 10: With a brass brush the burrs are removed.
Photo 11: and then carefully polished...
Photo 12: and thereafter sanded.
Photo 13: The primer is added...
Photo 14: and then painted with two layers of enamel.
Photo 15: A final check...
Photo 16: and then our bridge looks like this.

Page 14: WLE car-set
86662 Silo-cars set
3 silo-cars Uc of Westfälische Landeseisenbahnen (WLE, County-Railway of Westfalia). The cars are lettered with the road
numbers 81, 82 and 83. All cars have with special imprints and are not sold individually.

Since the 1998 production Club Car 1998 - the silo-car of the Westfälische Landeseisenbahn GmbH (WLE) with road number
84 - we have awaited the other three WLE-wagons for completion of the set.  Rumors from Göppingen had signaled their pro-
duction.  The set # 86662 has now been announced in the brochure “New items summer 2000”.  If you want more information
about the railway company WLE and their services, you should have a look at: http://www.wle-online.de.
There you will find information about their services, their rolling stock and general matters relating to diesel.

Page 14: Märklin — Screen Shop
Märklin has a new service available on the Internet at http://www.maerklin.de.  Customers have the possibility to order special
items directly via e-mail from their preferred MHI-dealer.  The order is handled by the selected MHI-dealer.
Märklin delivers to the dealer, and payment is done there. The items are available as long as there is stock. The number of such
offers is limited and will change every month.
First, in gauge Z in July was the offer no. 2 and was #CY0202, a Swiss freight train including an electric locomotive of the class
460 of the SBB (Schweizerische Bundesbahn - Swiss Federal Railway), and freight cars of the company HUPAC from Chiasso.
The train consists of one locomotive and three four-axle freight cars, each loaded with 2 interchangeable truck containers.  All
loco-axles are driven and lights change depending of drive-direction.  CY0202: DM 249.00.

Page 15: Micro-Trains-Line®
Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe Stockcar (#13804)
Built in May of 1928, this 40’ stock car with single door is painted green with lettering in yellow on sides and ends. From a 250
car fleet, some of these class Sk-G cars were seen in operation into the late ‘60s, still wearing their original paint!
Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe Boxcar (#13718)
This 50’ standard box car with double doors is painted in ATSF’s post 1959 color scheme of Pullman green with deluxe gold
lettering on sides an ends, including the giant circle cross logo. Built in December of 1941, it has a gross weight of 100,000 lbs
and a net capacity of 60,000 lbs. It is an Fe-24 boxcar and is equipped with loading anchors. After 1965, express boxcars were
painted dark gray with light gray stenciling.
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Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe Boxcar (#13719)
Built in December 1941, this FE-24, a 50’ standard box car with double doors, was originally painted coach green with deluxe
gold lettering. In March 1964 it was repainted dark gray with the stenciling and circle cross logo in light gray. The deliniators
were white over black. Eventually the cars of this fleet were repainted again in the traditional boxcar red scheme. These cars
were used in freight service and many were still in use into the ‘70s. The Santa Fe was chartered in 1859 and when its rails
linked Atchison and Topeka, Kansas with Santa Fe, New Mexico, it became a key player in settling the Southwest.

Page 15: Ztrack
The American Z gauge related magazine Ztrack, published by our friend Robert Kluz has a new postal address: 

Ztrack , 6142 Northcliff Blvd, Dublin, OH, 43016, USA, Phone: +1 (614) 764-1703
They will produce in cooperation with Märklin Inc. a special car of 100 - 120 units, which is reserved for subscribers. The
car is printed with two different sides in two colors and based on Märklin’s refrigerator car 8600. It is priced at USD 27.00,
or around DEM 55.00. 

Page 16: Automation
The creation of a large layout with dozens of trains, criss-crossing each other  without any problems is a dream, has been a
dream of model railroaders since childhood. And when we are grownups, and we are able to provide a reasonably large room
for our hobby, we are (sometimes) able to purchase all the trains we like to have.  However, one technical problem has to be
resolved, how does one run several trains at the same time without having a mass of crashed trains? For about twenty years the
'Electronics' has come to the rescue. It offers us fine solutions for this problem. However, only the latest techniques allow us,
to build layouts you may call real automated systems. We would like to review the history of the two technologies which are
available for  the model railroaders. Also we like to review the solutions, which are now on  the market. And we would like to
help the model railroader to find the right solution  for this problem.
Not too fast!
During the planning phase of a layout, it is very important to find the right  balance between automated operation and manual
running of trains. Often the model railroader feels somewhat frustrated just looking at the automatically running trains. He more
prefers to govern the operation. Therefor a medium sized layout, fully automated, is more suitable for the  shop-window of a
retailer or at a fair. There are automated systems, which help the modelrailroader in difficult cases. For example, a blocking-
system, like those of the real railways, which prevent crashes of trains, or another case, a system wich determines routes through
some switches with only one button to push. These simple, but helpful solutions have two advantages, not only that they do
their work properly, they are good work during the construction phase for those who like to solve technical  problems. Also
such electronics are used because of  their relatively low costs.
Controlling by computer
Big layouts and such, where real train traffic can be simulated, need many automated systems. A good example of that is our
Cologne-layout. We wanted to build a layout, which shows the area between Cologne main-station (Köln Hbf) and Cologne-
Deutz (a district of Cologne with its own station and a large shunting area and maintenance shops on the other side of Rhine-
river) and we wanted to operate the trains as in reality. Because of the complexity of traffic and difficulty in making the real
time-table, such layouts require the installation of a computer controlled system. Such systems consist of a CPU, some elec-
tronic plug-in devices and a program wich coordinates the movement of the different trains. You will find an article about prin-
ciples of computer-control on page 24 in Club-Revue 3/97, in which we presented the system developed by the company Gahler
+ Ringsmeier. 
Digital control
Most advanced systems in modeling are a combination of electronics and IT - the digital systems. It would be the best and most
complete system for Z, but there is a large problem, every locomotive needs a receiver for commands - called a decoder. Using
such a system is very simple and with the 'electronic command unit' it is possible to give each loco its speed and direction
through a program or manually.  This shows the advantages of digital control for the model-railroader, but there are more:
Control of signals and the ability to determine routes give a new relationship between the model railroader and his layout. It
doesn't make any difference whcih kind of layout you own, in each case a digital system gives you the most abilities to control
of your trains in the running of your layout and it allows for much more fun. At last, we have an idea that programming of train
routes could be a very interesting part of model railroading, although it could be very complex.   
Conclusion
We hope, we gave you a useful overview, and you are able to now consider your layout in a new way, and that you can decide
which system is best for you. Our practical expieriences with the three systems follows, and we will give a step-by-step intro-
duction for your layout.

Page 18: Circuits for route determination
By this we mean the ability to set more than one switch at the same time.  This system is normally used in stations or shunting
yards. By pushing only one button it is possible to direct a train to its target.
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Status-board
The following is a description what is meant with status-board. There are three lights L1, L2, L3 and two switches [push-but-
tons] S1 and S2.Now we want to activate lights L1 and L2 with switch S1 or activate lights L2 and L3 with switch S2. This
problem can't be solved with simple wiring. We have to create a matrix in which a burning bulb is represented with a full point
and a circle stands for a light off. In that way we represented the current: Full point = current flowing, circle = no current. See
figure 1 (Abb. 1), in which switches are in the vertical position and lamps on horizontal position. On points of intersection, we
put a fullpoint if the light should be on, and a circle if it should be off.  In this way we created, we called a status-board. 
Diode-matrix
The step from figure 1 to 2 (Abb. 2) is simple. We create a raster in which switches are reprinted by horizontal lines and verti-
cal ones represent the lights. If there is a full point on the status-board, we put in a diode{1} and, if there is a circle, we do not
connect anything. Such a configuration is called diode-matrix. If we push switch S1 (Abb. 2), there will be current through D1
and D2 and bulbs L1 and L2 will burn. Between D2 and D3 current is going the wrong way and D3 cuts off the connection to
D4, so L3 is off. The same occurs when pushing S2: D2 cuts off the current for L1. There is a possibility of simplification of
the circuit: If there is in a vertical line, only one diode is necessary (Abb. 2 bis). So our problem can be solved with only two
diodes. These principles are useful for simplified control of shunting and signals.  As an example, a splitting from one to three
tracks. See figure 3 (Abb. 3, Weiche = switch). With A0-A1, A0-A2 and A0-A3, all of the variations are shown. Positioning of
switches is marked as K for connected and A for diverted {2}. Positions can be 1K-1A and 2K-2A. As a result of combining all
the variations, we got the status-board shown in figure 4 (Abb. 4). With same principles like in the bulb example we got the cir-
cuit shown in figure 5 (Abb. 5). The above can be used for more switches; the important things is the knowledge of the princi-
ples for creating the status-board and the matrix. An example is given the status-board and matrix for a dead-end station with
four tracks (Abb. 6). Without demonstrating the whole development, we tested one example-route: B0-A1. Following figure 6,
switch 2 must be set to open, points 3, 4, and 5 to diverted, so on referring points of intersection in the status-board must be put
to full point (current required), for all other track-switches, a circle (no current), because they are not touched by the route. As
we saw, a diode-matrix of increasing usefulness depending upon the increasing complexity of circuit, caused by two reasons:
All in all less switches are needed and one-button-operation is possible.
Transferring it into practice
For that we look at figure 5 again. For getting a good overview we should use copper circuit-boards for experimental purposes
for creating diode-matrixes, especially in very complex cases. Switches and diodes will be applied on the right places of the
board. In figure 8 (Abb. 8) you will see the finished version of figure 5.
Applying current
To determine that this circuits will operate correctly, it is necessary to fix the polarity of current (in many countries, it is possi-
ble to insert the plugs both ways, so polarity can be determined) for providing the diode-matrix and switches. They have to be
in a unchangeable manner. Between the power-supply and the diode-matrix you'll need a bridging diode and a filter, which is
a electrolytic capacitor with 1000µF - 50V. This electrolytic capacitor requires that you install it with the correct polarity.
{1} Diode
It is an electronic construction element wich acts like a one-way street. Current goes through only in one direction and is
blocked in the other one. You have to pay attention build in diodes in the correct way. For our purposes we need diodes of type
1N4007.
{2} Connected/diverted
Position of a point is named as 'connected' if it leads the train straight ahead and as 'diverted' if it leads in the curved section.

Page 21: Funicular railway
Such a system isn’t available in gauge Z, but I need one for my next layout.  So, I decided to build one by myself.  The funic-
ular railway to the cemetery in Stuttgart inspires the vehicle.  The car is controlled by two Reed-contacts, which are build into
the ends of the track.  A slow working motor with 6 volts drives it.  A mini-club device will deliver current for driving and the
control-panel.  If you are interested in such a funicular railway, please contact me:
Manfred Wilhelm, Marktplatz 9, 65824 Schwalbach.  Phone: + 49/6196/83384 (only German speaking).

Page 22: Club Car 2000 Selection
Some pictures are generated by computer.
1) I propose an Interregio Bistro Car. The basis car could be the TEE-Dining Car (Märklin Nr. 8726).  The pattern and the

design of the windows are not exactly like the prototype, however, the overall appearance of the car would be very similar
to the prototype. Proceeding on the assumption that in the next year Maerklin might offer the Interregio-Cab Car (based on
the existing IC-Cab Car included in the Express Train Set 87750), we would have a wonderful train in Scale Z.

2) I propose as Club Car 2000 an Express Train Az, 1st class of the FS (Italian State Railways).  It is a stylish
Italian car, often seen in Germany together with German cars. This car would be based on the car 8710.

3) I propose as Club Car 2000 a four-axle moveable sidewall boxcar of the FS (Italian State Railways) with the current paint-
ing. The car would be based on car 82411 

4) For the Club Car 2000 I have the following proposal, which could be based on the Maerklin car:
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It is a moveable sidewall boxcar of the Ferrovie dello Stato (Italian State Railways) with the current painting (front ends
turquoise, roof and side-walls silver with the new FS-Symbols).  It might be a two-axle car based on the Maerklin car
82151. 

5) As a member of the club I propose the following car as Club Car 2000 in the competition 4/99:  Based on the Maerklin car
8656 (moveable side wall box car Hbis), a car with the lettering ‘IKEA’ in blue/yellow, roof in silver 

6) I propose a tank car of the epoch III of the company Gruenzweig & Hartmann AG showing the advertisement for the prod-
uct ‘ISOVER’.  This car can be seen on the area of the Railway-Museum Neustadt/Weinstrasse. 

7) Low sided wagon with brake house, loaded with a Lanz Bulldog.  For the year 2001, I suggest a similar car: a stake car car-
rying 2 Lanz Bulldog Tractors. 

As in every year we publish here the pictures of cars, which you have suggested to produce as Club car 2000. Suggestions,
which do not follow the rules, are not shown, sorry. Vote for your preferred car and send it to us by the end of September.

Page 23: Z Club 92-USA
After the presentation on the second Japanese Special car, the Shikansen car, which was designed in cooperation with the
Japanese company Hobbyexpress Limited, we are proud to show a picture of the year 2000 car that will be produced in coop-
eration with the Company Märklin, Inc.   It consists of a special Hbils car showing the logo of the Z Club 92-USA inside the
flag and the logo Z Club 92-2000 designed for the special Wagen Set 2000.

Page 24: Starlite Drive-In
Miller Engineering from the States surprised us again: A working drive-in movie theater; ME listens to us Z-fans, so it will be
produced in Z scale, too.  The kit contains all parts to build a Drive-In of the 50’s and 60’s, except the cars and figures. Parts
for structures are from photo etched stainless steel: Ticket booths, marquee sign, snack bar and the movie screen frame. These
structures will be fitted with sophisticated illumination, some with fiber optics, others with their own EL-system (see CR 3/99),
which is now distributed in Germany by NOCH.  Basement and sidewalks are of laser cut styrene; the acrylic base is cut the
same way. Similarly produced are the stencils for air brushing the street markers and parking spaces, which promise good
results.  Nevertheless, the highlight of the whole thing is a 3’’ TFT-screen wich accepts all standard NTSC-signals. In Europe
you’ll need a converter to PAL, so that you are able to feed it with all movie-sources like your TV - VCR, all different TV trans-
missions and camcorders.  All necessary wiring is included. Basic skills in soldering are needed for the structures. ME assures
us the electronics are ready for mounting, and that there will be no assembly required. On the other hand ME claims that this
kit isn’t for beginners.  The Z scale model should be available since from the first of November and will have a price of USD
525.95.  We (in Europe) hope, that NOCH fiddles out conversion to PAL, and maybe is able to lower the price a little bit (or
the Euro increases in value...)

Page 29: Paper model
Small half-timbered house
The original is from German region called Sauerland (between Dortmund and Kassel and home of well known beer
‘Warsteiner’). Probaply it was a workshop (joiner, cabinet-maker or something like that). However, it can be used as shelter or
stop-point too.
Weighing-office
Often bridge-toll depended of the weight of vehicles. This weighing-office existed at a road-bridge, but it would fit nicely near
a maintenance shop too.
Explanation of marks
Fat red line: Separates the two kits
Short red line: Mark points to put a ruler there on wich you should coin a notch into the paper with a tool like a knitting nee-
dle or a letter-opener. Don’t scratch the paper! Fold the part backwards.
Exclamation mark at fold-marks: Notch doesn’t go through the whole part. Be careful to avoid damages of other parts.
Dashed red line: Cut out the part at this line and glue it on cardboard of approx. 0,3mm thickness.
Grey areas: Glue areas with same characters together.
Red hatched areas: Cut out.
Trix Profi Club
The year 2000 is an important step for the Trix Company (now a subsidiary of Märklin). In 1993 the Märklin Insider Club
was formed.  It is now the time for the Trix Profi Club.
Subscribers of this Club get the bimonthly “Trix Magazin”, from which we “leech” the handiwork-sheet (and reduced it
accordingly to the Z scale sizes), and the Trix News Bulletin.
It is always interesting to follow the Trix news, in fact we don’t have to forget that, waiting for the new Lenz digital decoder,
we can consider the Trix one the smallest in the world and the only one that fits in a Z scale locomotive. 
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Page 30: Sammler Service
To improve our service, we list the cars that will be produced in the near future. Therefore, the cars, their order sequence and
the dates of production can change. Errors are possible.

Page 31: Z Market
In each issue of Club Revue, we offer members the opportunity to insert a buy, sell or swap ad for anything related to Z scale.
This service is provided free of charge, exclusively for private individuals who are members of Z Club 92. Ads placed by busi-
nesses and trade ads in general are refused. Your ad can have up to twenty words without abbreviations and must be typewrit-
ten (typewriter or word processor) or must have clearly legible handwriting. The ad must include your name, address and sig-
nature, or it will not be accepted. Ads are run on a fist-come, first-serve basis and depend on the amount of space available;
consequently, you may find your ad in some future issue other than the immediate one.  Submit all ads to: Z Club 92, Via
Morgagni 15/2, I-41100 Modena, ITALY

Page 31: Competition
The competitions published in each issue of club revue are certainly among the most interesting activities of Z Club 92.
Competitions are open to all members and we present awards to three participants for the quality of their entries. The president
of Z Club 92 makes up the panel of judges together with the direction committee. The judges’ decision is final. Winners will be
rewarded with one of the 100 cars specially made for the competition. The cars will be shipped to the winners as soon as they
are available in accordance with our rule of annual shipments. Past winners are also allowed to enter new competitions. To take
part, simply send your entry as requested and mark the envelope “Competition No. X,” whereby instead of the X, the number
of the relevant competition is inserted.
Competition 2/2000 
“Send an Article” 
Closing date: September 30, 2000 (date of the postmark)
In directly contact with our members, we are surprised again and again, how much knowledge about Z exists amongst us. If
we show the possibility publishing that in this magazine many are left by their own courage: “I am unable in writing”. Here
is an official statement by editors:  Our authors gave us every time perfect articles and will do it in the future too. Mistakes
and faults you will find in this magazine are caused by the behavior of our German corrector who sleeps in the office.
Come on, boys and girls! There are no more excuses.  As an extra benefit, it is possible to win one of the last Winner-cars of
first series. It would be bad for our hobby if another Bernhard Stein lost. Write about whichever Z theme you want.  The best
three win the car, and will be published in this magazine.

Page 31: Z Collection
Our member Joris Ilegems informed us about the availability of his special catalogue; The Z Collection. Copies of the cata-
logue are still available. To get more information contact him at:  Joris Ilegems, Osterveldlaan 205, 2610 Wilrijk (Antwerp),
Belgium, Tel./Fax: +344 9 45 73, email: ilegems@glo.be.

Page 32: Halwa Feinmodellbau
There is a new company in the Z-market: Halwa Feinmodellbau from Stuttgart (Germany). In their 12 page catalogue acces-
sories are shown, some without comparison.  They offer materials for landscape building, adhesives, trackside items, display
cases, self-adhesive streets and photo etching kits. Remarkably, the materials like coal, ballast and so on have correct scaled
diameters between 0.2 - 0.3mm.  Our favorite item is their tank-container (#1150). It is an interesting addition to the great
number of container-cars from Märklin and fills a gap in the market. Layouts with the container-terminal from Märklin
(8972) and such with the different fuel-depot models by KIBRI will be incomplete, if lacking this tank-container in the
future.  We are excitedly awaiting their low-profile switches, which will make a great step in changing Z gauge from toys to a
real model railroad.
Halwa products are distributed directly or through the Z-Shop:

Z-Shop, Postfach 13 01  01, D-44975 Bochum, Fax +49 234 54 00 10, http://www.zclub92.com, service@zclub92.com
Halwa Feinmodellbau, Lange Morgen 9, D-70619 Stuttgart, Fax: 07 11 4 41 69 23, Halwa.Feinmodellbau@t-online.de

Pictures:
Self adhesive street Double garage

- without markings Ordinary ballustrade
- with dashed marks Ornamental ballustrade
- ban on passing marks Freight car Omms (gondola)

Switch-motor for underbase mounting Catenary mast, different style
Single garage


